Synthesis of Selenium-Triphosphates (dNTPαSe) for More Specific DNA Polymerization.
2'-Deoxynucleoside 5'-(alpha-P-seleno)-triphosphates (dNTPαSe) have been conveniently synthesized using a protection-free, one-pot strategy. One of two diastereomers of each dNTPαSe can be efficiently recognized by DNA polymerases, while the other is neither a substrate nor an inhibitor. Furthermore, this Se-atom modification can significantly inhibit non-specific DNA polymerization caused by mis-priming. Se-DNAs amplified with dNTPαSe via polymerase chain reaction have sequences identical to the corresponding native DNA. In conclusion, a simple strategy for more specific DNA polymerization has been established by replacing native dNTPs with dNTPαSe.